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Abstract
Communication network plays a significant task in distribution system of
smart grid when it comes to sending and receiving the bi-directional flows of
communication data, information and important control messages between the
sending (Intelligent Electrical Device) IED and receiving IED of the components
of smart grid in a coupling network (Power and Communication Network).
Occurrence of fault in the power network does not affect the communication
network because of the introduction of back up battery and power supplies
provided to the main router of communication system. This motivated us to
study the accuracy of the flow of information in the communication network
that gives commands to the power network at the time of fault detection and
restoration etc. In this regard, the major contribution of this paper is (i) to
develop the Markovain model of the FDIR behavior in distribution network of
Smart Grid and (ii) formally verify the model in PRISM model checker tool in
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order to analyze the system (a) accuracy, (b) efficiency and (c) reliability by
developing logical properties in tool. More-over the Markovian model of the (iii)
mechanism of sending/receiving of the data packet (IEEE 802.11 DCF) is also
develop and integrate it with FDIR in PRISM model checker to investigate the
overall system behavior. Another main purpose to construct the probabilistic
Markovian model of FDIR along with communication network is to (iv) analyze
the frequency of fault occurrence in distribution network in terms of probability and (v) predict the failure probability of different component of distribution
network in order to take a corrective action, maintenance. So that, the faulty
component can be replaced in advance to avoid the complete failure of system.
Moreover, we also (vi) analyze and predict the probability at which the load
switches of distribution network work properly by making the faulty component detach itself upon the occurrence of fault. Finally, (vii) predicting the
probability to recover the system through particular non-active switch is also
analyzed and verified along with the comparison between FDIR model with
wireless communication network and FDIR model with ideal communication
network (such as Ethernet or Fiber-optics) is also analyzed and discussed.

Keywords: FDIR, DMS, Smart Grid, Formal Verification, Probabilistic Model
Checker, PRISM, Wireless Communication Network.

1

Introduction

The conventional electricity networks [1, 2] were developed more than a century
ago when the concepts of power generation and consumption off electricity was not
much complicated (i.e., without high-level automation and communication inputs
etc.). The traditional or existing grids is also called a one way flow of energy where
electricity produced at the centralized generation end increases its voltage through
step up transformer and sends the energy through the transmission line and upon
reaching to consumer end decreases its voltage through step down transformer. It
is difficult for the conventional network to make the grid to fulfill the requirement
of average variation of demand of electricity in the real time period. Up-grading the
traditional electric power grid to the future power grid by accumulating the components (such as voltage sensors, current sensors, fault detectors and two ways digital
communication networks etc.) is being done. Therefore, it is possible for the future
grid [3-5] giving a concept of bi-directional flow of energy along with communication data [6] and control messages of power network in a coupling network. It also
consists of communication technology, sensing and measuring instrument, electric
storage, demand response, renewable energies integration and information technologies. In addition, it can store the electrical energy in electrical vehicle system [7, 8]
and used it when-ever it is necessary. The renewable energies like bio-mass energy,
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solar and wind energy are also integrated into the distribution system of future grid
to fulfill the requirement of high demand of electricity in the 21st century [9].
A. FDIR with Communication Network
Fault detection, Isolation and service restoration system (FDIR) [10, 11] plays
a significant task in the distribution system of smart grid where it finds the exact
location of fault whenever any malfunction occurs due to failure of switches or fault
current. Usually, the first step is to trip off the main circuit breaker of substation;
when protection relay detects the over current exceeding the set value in it. The
IED [12] installed on the circuit breaker sends the FDIR start message (FASM) to
other IEDS installed at load switches to start the process of FDIR which detects
the exact location of fault in order to detach this component from the system and
restore the power system through another Tie switch which were present in a circuit
as a non-active component [10, 11]. Communication network [13-15] plays a very
crucial part in detecting and restoring the power of the substation of smart grid.
As fault occurs in distribution network, the communication network of smart grid
is also separately energized from the backup power battery [16, 17] and the IEDs
of different component present in smart grid starts communicating with each other.
In this regard, the control messages of power devices are sent by the circuit breaker
IED of the substation to the other connected components. If the IEDs of different
component of substation is connected through Ethernet [18] or Fiber optics [13, 19],
then there is a small probability of failure of communication network possibly due
to less delay [20] (in sending/receiving the control signals/messages) as compared
to wireless communication network [21] which not only suffer from large delay of
control messages due to network congestion [12], time consuming message process
[22] and malicious jamming attacks [23] but also depends on weather conditions
which plays the important role in power distribution network in order to avoid the
ultimate cascading failures.
B. Existing Analysis Approaches of FDIR with Communication Network
There are variety of procedures reported for the analyses pertaining to FDIR
in Smart grid system such as integrated with wired communication networks [18,
19] and integrated with wireless communication network [21], which include either
the numerical [24, 25] or simulation based approach [26]. The numerical based
approach is basically dependent on a number of iterative methods that produce
outcome generally based on the purpose of the number of iterations. In contrast,
simulations-based approaches depend on generating the result by taking into account
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the subset of all possible scenarios of the system. Thus both techniques are scalable
and user friendly but have some limitations to generate the accurate, reliable and
absolute results of the study. Both these techniques cannot take out the whole bugs
while doing the study of the system is due to investigate the models with a subset
of all likely combination and rounding off errors of sampling based approach of the
study. The above mentioned issues in iterative- or simulation-based method also
encourages researchers to use formal methods [27, 28] in the safety critical domain
(whose failure may result in loss or severe damage to human/equipment/property)
which tests the model and taken out the bugs after rigorous verification of the model
through temporal logic specification. Formal methods basically build a Markov
model in a mathematical form which is related to the genuine structure and formally
verify the accuracy of mathematical model with in a computer through temporal
logic specification which in turn increases the probability of finding design errors.
A mathematical model is then translated in to the language of model checker and
LTL, CTL or PCTL property [29] is fed in to model checker along the translated
mathematical model which gives the result true, if the model satisfies the temporal
logic property, otherwise false result with counter example will be given by the model
checker. Basically formal verification of system [27, 30] can be done in three different
ways based on its reason, judgment, self-expression and clarity. Theorem proving,
symbolic simulation and model checking are the three methods often used to verify
the reactive system, stochastic process and mathematically model of suitable reason
[31]. Up till now, a variety of approaches are used to implement FDIR in distribution
system but probabilistic model checker i.e., formal verification of FDIR along with
wireless communication network has never been done before and to support this
claim, a table of related literature is presented below to compare and summarize the
work which have been performed on FDIR of the distribution network.

2

Related work and contribution

To connect the IEDS of different component of smart grid with each other, different communication network such as Ethernet, Wifi, PLC etc., are used and in
this regards, [20] discusses the coupling network of communication network with
power network and analyzes the IEEE test cases (9, 14, 30, 118, 300 Bus case) of
different sizes network with the communication network. The main theme in this
work is to find the probability of communication network failure on two different
timing condition i.e., 3ms and 10ms. It also suggests that the probability of failure
of Ethernet communication network is much lower as compared to wireless communication network. The work in [43] proposes the multi-hop wireless network with a
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Fault Detection, Isolation &
Restoration System (FDIR)
Technique
Compare centralized & decentralized architecture
Restoration Scheme
Decentralized Structure
Different kinds of Agents to restore power system
MAS design for restoration
Integration Of Technique
Restoration Scheme
Restoration Scheme
Substation Restoration Technique
Shortening of restoration Time
Monitoring the Limited current

Literature
Reference
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]
[36]
[37]
[38]
[39]
[40]
[41]
[42]

Formal
Verification
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Table 1: Comparison of FDIR approach with Formal Verification
frequency-reprocess configuration of cellular network and addresses the challenges
to send and receive the huge information in future grid applications. It presents the
planning of system for analyzing the reporting of network and capability. The Work
in [44] describes the wireless smart grid communication system and explain the home
area network in which the sensors are installed in the home appliances and form the
wireless mesh network. The work also inspects the topologies of networking and
wireless data packet simulation result is also shown. In [45], the important issues
on smart grid technologies specifically related to the communication network technology and information technology network are discussed and provides the present
situation regarding the ability of smart grid communication system. Work in [46]
analyzes the reliability and resilience of smart grid communication network by using the IEEE 802.11 communication technology in both infrastructure single-hop
and mesh multiple-hop topologies for upgraded meters in a system called Building
Area Network (BAN). Another work in [47] proposes the wireless mesh network
for a smart distributing grid and then analyzed the security framework under this
communication architecture.
Besides the wireless communication network to make a reliable communication
link between the IEDS of different element of the substation of future grid, a vast
number of work is also presented to show that communication of IEDS through
Power line communication is possible and suggests that it is a more reliable medium
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as compared to other communication technology. In this regard, [48] proposes a
narrow band power line communication (PLC) network for outdoor communication
component from smart meters to data centers on low voltage or medium voltage
power lines in the 3-500 kHz spectrum band. It also presented detailed information
on the different types of interference occurred over the power lines which degrade
the quality of communication system of the smart grid. The work in [49] develops
the iterative algorithm called water filling for PLC system in order to analyze the
multichannel modulation techniques. It also describes the different kinds of noises
available at the PLC channel and the power spectral density phenomenon is used to
represent the intensity of channel noises. In [50], the general model of the broadband
PLC network architecture is presented to connect the high voltage lines, substation
and low voltage lines of the consumer end. It also proposes the algorithm called
recursive to approximate the carrier frequency equalization and its performance is
evaluated through the maximum likelihood approach. Another work in [51] presents
the overview on PLC system from two different standardization bodies i.e., IEEE
and ITU, which presents the similarities and dissimilarities between these two standards. The paper also gives detailed information on physical layer specification and
Mac protocol of PLC network of both standards respectively. Work in [52] suggested
a solution to integrate two heterogeneous network architectures by combining PLC
with back bone of IP based network. It also discussed the critical issues of energy management application by highlighting the reliability, availability, coverage
distance, communication delay and security standard of communication network.
Literature in [53] presents a solution to integrate the active management system in
the network infrastructure when number of distribution and generation setups are
involved in the substation of smart grid. It also discussed the standard protocol and
technology of different communication network in terms of data rate, bit error rate
and installation cost of each wired and wireless medium.
Keeping the above issues in iterative- or simulation-based method in mind,
achieving the absolute correctness and system reliability analysis in real world problem, we become motivated to use the formal methods [27, 28] in the safety critical
domain (whose failure may result in loss or severe damage to human/equipment/property) which tests the model and takes out the bugs after rigorous verification
of the model through temporal logic specification. Up till now, probabilistic formal
verification of FDIR along with communication network has never been performed
for the study and verification of FDIR classification in distribution network of future/Smart grids. However a number of approaches used to implement FDIR in
distribution system but no one performed the probabilistic verification as summarized in the Table 1. On the other hand, above mentioned FDIR approaches in Table
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1, section A,B mainly discussed the restoration of fault in distribution network but
they did not give any idea on switching and communication failures (possibly in
terms of probabilities) of FDIR in distribution network with communication networks (Ethernet or Wifi), so that some preventive actions may be designed for fast
isolation and restoration of Smart Grid system. This mainly motivated us to analyze
the switching failure of FDIR component along with the failure probability of communication network in order to determine the expected time necessary to recover
a system after the switching fault or communication fault has occurred in FDIR of
smart grid. Furthermore, the above approaches in Table 1 also did not perform any
formal verification on FDIR in their respective system which is important to verify
the switching and communication logics among different components in a distribution/smart grid. In order to implement our proposed formal verification notion,
(i) a Markovian representation (shown in section VI) of FDIR for an established
Tianjin Electric Power Corporation network [10] is integrated along with a mechanism of sending/receiving the data packet (IEEE 802.11 DCF) (considered as smart
grid). (ii) This Markovian FDIR model is employed in PRISM [54] model checker
tool to formally verify the system accuracy, availability, efficiency and reliability
with wireless communication network. Furthermore, several more important studies (contributions) such as (iii) the comparison between FDIR model with wireless
communication network and with ideal communication network (such as Ethernet or
Fiber-optics) is performed and (iv) the probability of (a) switching and communication failures of FDIR in any distribution network / Smart Grid (b) tripping-off the
switch within the limited time period (c) to recover the system automatically within
the least possible time after the occurrence of fault is also predicted and discussed
in detail.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section III presents a summary
on probabilistic model checker (PRISM tool), FDIR behavior and justification of
formal model. Section IV explains the exploitation of an established Tianjin Electric
Power architecture as Smart Grid. Section V discusses the proposed methodology
of modeling FDIR in PRISM. Section VI explains the FDIR model with wireless
communication network. Section VII is dedicated to formal verification of FDIR with
wireless communication network and Ideal communication network. Section VIII
explains the comparison between the FDIR with wireless communication network
and FDIR with Ideal communication network. Section XI concludes the paper with
future research work.
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3

Preliminaries

In this section, the general summary on the probabilistic model checking and prism
model checker tool [54-56] along with a brief introduction on FDIR is presented that
is later formally verified in this paper. The important interdependent behavior in
fault management scenario of communication network with power network is also
provided. In this regard, it is required to go through some preliminaries as follows:
A. Probabilistic Model Checking
1) What is Probabilistic Model Checking
A classification that exhibits random behavior, probabilistic model checker is
used [55], [56] for the formal study and verification of such system and therefore can
be represented as Markov chains [57].However, depending upon its nature, application and usefulness, a system behavior which is probabilistic in nature is represented
as DTMC [58], CTMC [59], MDP [60] and PTA [61], [57]. Fig. 1 shows the working
example of the probabilistic model where every state transition to the other state is
based on the applied probabilities. In DTMC, the present states move to next state
by fulfilling the certain condition with the applied probabilities, whereas in CTMC
the present state transit to next state does not depend only the probabilities to make
such transition but also include the delay before making the transition and move to
the next state. These random delays usually are represented as exponential probability distributions [57]. MDPs and PTAs are with non-deterministic transitions
whereas DTMCs and CTMC are fully probabilistic transitions.
Once the probabilistic Markov model of the random behavior of system is finalized, the verification and analyzing of such system can be done through the probabilistic temporal logic properties of the model checking tool. There are number
of specification language available for probabilistic model checking verification and
some of the specification language is mentioned here i.e., PLTL, CTL and LTL etc.,
[29]. The probabilistic linear temporal logic property along with the Markov model
of the random system which is uttered in the form of prism language i.e., Alur’s
Reactive modules formalism is fed in to the probabilistic model checker tool in order
to check all possible execution by reaching each state of the model and satisfying
the specification by applying the certain condition through temporal logic property.
In addition, PRISM tool [54] supports model checking for every Markov model i.e.,
for DTMC [58], CTMC [59], MDP [60] and PTAs [61]. It is a generic tool and we
found it quite appropriate for our work.
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Figure 1: Working of Probabilistic Models
2) PRISM Model Checker
The system which show probabilistic behavior can be analyzed, verified and investigated through PRISM tool [54], [62]. The Prism model checker is basically
based on probabilistic modeling technique in which the probabilistic performance
of a structure is formulated depends on the reactive modules formalism and then
transformed this probabilistic behavior in to prism language [70]. The Prism tool
has a built-in Simulation tab which is discrete in nature and it can be used for statistical data analysis. Furthermore, it is designed for the verification of every kind
of Markov processes, i.e., CTMC [59], DTMC [63], MDP [60] and PTA [61]. Details
of how to fed a Morkovian model in prism tool with command in prism language
can be seen in [76].
B. Details of Fault Localization, Isolation and Restoration
1) Fault Detection, Isolation and Supply Restore Behavior in Distribution Network
Whenever the fault occurs in the substation of smart grid due to the malfunction
of transformer or the fault current exceeds the set value, the over current relay of
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substation trips-off the circuit breaker of that particular substation and the IED
associated to this circuit breaker transmits the alarm message along with ’FDIR start
message’ (FASM) to other load switches IEDs which are connected and controlled
by the IEDs of the circuit breaker of substation. Tie switch which is present in
the substation (but not alive) discard the FASM message by their IEDs. The IEDs
of other load switches which are connected to the substation receive the FASM
message and starts the process of fault localization and check the fault flag status
at the feeder terminal unit (FTU) of load switches. The error flags of load switches
are raised by FTU whenever the protection relay sense the faulty current in the
substation of distribution network and trips-off the CB of the substation. The IEDs
of CB communicates with each IEDs of load switches in order to find the exact
location of fault by checking the fault flags set at the local feeder terminal unit of
the load switches. The IED of circuit breaker synchronizes itself with each IEDs of
load switches by sending and receiving the important control data messages. Once
the fault is determined and the fault flag raised at the FTU of any load switch, the
fault localization process is completed and the IED of that particular load switch
begins the fault isolation process, trips-off the particular load switch and detach this
load switch from the rest of the circuit with in a limited time period and send the
ISOM message to each IEDs of load components (such as switches, circuit breaker,
protection relay) and Tie switches of the feeder of substation in order to restore
the power of substation through Tie switch and start the process of the closing
preparation of Tie switch. Basically the isolation results message (ISOM) sends the
two types of messages i.e., error result of isolation and the plan of restoration of the
power supply of the system. After the completion of fault localization process and
fault isolation process, the supply restoration process starts and its main purpose
is to restore the power supply of substation through Tie switch within the limited
time and connect the Tie switch to core feeder or reserve feeder depending upon the
lesser energy space between each other. If the non-active switch cannot re-establish
the power delivery of substation through main source then it will select the reserve
energy feeder from the faultless energy side of the substation off smart grid.
Fault flags play a significant task in defining the state of each IED of the component of smart grid as shown in Fig. 2. Basically there are four possible states to
each IED of the component present in the substation i.e., Fault, Restore, Outage
and Normal and it is given in Fig. 2. During normal operation of substation, all
IEDs of components are in normal state whereas fault flags set IEDs are in outage
state. Whenever the fault occurs in the substation, the over current protection relay
detects the faulty current in a substation and trips-off the circuit breaker, the fault
flags set IED of the associate component which changes its state from normal to
faulty state and the other de-energized section i.e. Tie switches IEDs in the distri328
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Figure 2: State of Section
bution network turns into the restore section. The faulty state load switch starts
the process of FDIR and if the isolation process is successful within the limited time
by tripping-off the load switch successfully, then the faulty state status of the load
switch changes into outage state but if the isolation process fails and the load switch
does not trip-off within a limited time then the faulty section will expand and take
more de-energized load switch from restore section and change them into the faulty
section. After completing the process of fault localization and isolation process,
supply restoration service automatically powers the restore section and tries to connect the Tie switch with the other load switches of substation. If the restore switch
is successfully closed within a limited time in the restore section then the state of
restore section turns into the normal state but if the restore switch does not close
and the process is failed then the restore section is changed into the outage state.
When the fault is cleared either automatically or manually in the outage section,
then the outage state changes back to normal state.
2) Behavior of coupling networks when fault is occurred in distribution system
It is of the interest to analyze the interdependent behavior of two coupled network i.e., communication network and power network in a fault management scenario
and discuss each step of network in brief in order to understand the whole working
condition of coupled network when fault occurs on the arrangement as given in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Coupling Network [20]
At the initial stage when time T=to, both coupled network runs normally and
the nodes of communication network communicates with each other normally with
full of reliability and availability. At T =T1, a fault is occurred in the power network
due to faulty current in the substation because of malfunction of transformer and
over-current relay trips-off the main circuit breaker. The IED associated to power
nodes captures the malfunction state and starts sending the alarm messages to all
the nodes connected to it. Since time delay plays a very crucial part in smart grid,
at T= t2 the alarm message propagate in all direction and is received at the receiver
node in three direction within the possible time delay missing the one direction indicated as purple color node. The reason not to reach the particular node within the
time period is because of time consuming message process, malicious jamming attack
and network congestion. Without the expected coordination, the three IEDs which
received earlier the alarm message will not clear the actual fault and the missed IED
node will remain in the same state and will become a fault node to possibly damage
other nearby device. At T =t3 more devices can be damaged due to this alarm
missed IED node and the number of faulty devices may possibly increase. Based on
this situation a reliable communication network is required for the proper operation
of IEDS where probability of failure of communication network is very low such as
in wired system liked Ethernet and Fiber-optics networks but installation cost is
much higher as compare to wireless communication network or PLC network.
3) Justification of the formal model of FDIR with Wireless communication network
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The work in [11] overviewed and discussed the fault processing technologies distribution systems in smart grid and mentioned the fault detection, isolation and
supply restore system due to short circuit occurred. In addition to this it defines
the ground fault processing of the single phase. It describes the principle of the
self-healing control of an open-loop/closed-loop of the distribution system and established the simplified model of FDIR system. It defines the standard of distribution automation system of fault processing depending upon centralized intelligence
together with the master station, sub-station, feeder terminal unit and the communication system through which data is transferred to all controllers of the load
switches. The rule of DAS fault processing program, fault isolation program and service restoration program are also illustrated in the book. In addition, the approach
[10] gives the principle and flow chart of the complete process of fault localization,
isolation and supply restoration system of the distribution network of Future Grid.
The Literature in [64-67] describe the principle and standard of the IEEE 802.11
DCF. We are now interested to analyze that how the switches, circuit breaker and
relays of smart grid communicates with each other wirelessly by sending and receiving the important messages of FDIR algorithm in smart grid after the occurrence
of fault and performed their function properly in least possible time with accuracy.
Therefore, we developed the Markovian model of the basic access mechanism of the
IEEE802.11 DCF (see Fig.11) along with receiving station of wireless communication system and then integrate the model with the overall model of FDIR in order
to formally verify the model in prism model checker through temporal properties to
predict and analyze the failure probability of the certain component of the substation
of smart grid.

4

Tianjin electric power architecture

A radial distribution system of Tianjin Electric Power Corporation [10] is given in
Fig. 4 along with IEDs connected to each component of the distribution system.
The overview on china’s smart grid can be found in literature [68-70] and Tianjin
Eco city is one of the pilot project of smart grid where integration of the necessary
component of smart grid is demonstrated and accomplished in 2011. In this way, this
Tianjin Electric Power architecture along with communication IEDs is considered
as Intelligent/Smart Grid. The IEDs of associated component is wired connected
(Ethernet) to other IEDs of the component of substation in order to send and receive
the control messages of power network. The distribution system of Tianjin Electric
Power Architecture is basically consist of four feeders in which the substation A
carries the feeder represented as 101 and substation B carries the feeder named as
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102 while the substation C carries two feeders named as 103 and 104. Each feeder
of the substation has a circuit breaker which is controlled through the over-current
protection relay. To communicate the circuit breaker, over current protection relay
and load switches of substation, Intelligent Electrical Device (IED) is installed on
each element of the future grid. The switches present in the distribution network are
load switches which are operated and controlled through IEDs and feeder terminal
unit (FTU) also connected with every load switch to define the status of the load
switch through various flags. The IED of circuit breaker implements the FDIR
process by sending the alarm message along with FASM messages to each IEDs of
load switch. When the error occurs in the substation of the distribution network,
the protection relays of circuit breaker is energized and trip-off the circuit breaker
and sending the FASM message to each load switches of the substation. The IED
installed on each load switches starts the process of FDIR by checking the fault flags
in each feeder terminal unit of load switches. The switches around faulty section
is tripped-off for some time in order to isolate the fault by detaching the faulty
load switch from the circuit and restore the substation through tie switches which
is located at the non-faulty section of substation. The embedded software of IEDs
of each load switch sends the information together with the voltage, current, power,
position and fault flags status to the other IEDs of circuit breaker and relays. The
IED of each component is also synchronized itself with the neighboring IED in order
to send and receive the data and perform its function properly.

5

Proposed methodology

For proper execution of FDIR process in smart grid, some general requirement should
be met. The proposed formal verification methodology for fault detection, isolation
and recovery system along with wireless communication network is depicted in Fig.
5 and each block of proposed methodology are explain below:
A. Modeling FDIR Algorithm in Prism
The proposed method can be used to verify and study the probabilistic Markov
model of FDIR along with wireless communication network in PRISM model checker
[54]. The Markov model of FDIR and wireless communication network consists
of circuit breaker, protection relay, IEDs, Wireless communication network, Load
switches and feeder terminal unit. From the Nordel statistics [71], the realistic
values of failure probabilities of components in substation are taken for all kinds
of faults occurring (due to Power Transformer, Instrument Transformer, Circuit
332
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Figure 4: Tianjin Electric Power Network showing Wireless Communication Link

Figure 5: Proposed Methodology
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Breaker, Disconnector, Surge Arresters and spark Gap, Bus bar, Control equipment,
Common ancillary equipment, and other substation faults) in a substation during
the years (2000-2007). In this regard, we have selected the worst case of 0.476
failure probability of all the components of substation of Norway Country among
other Nordic Countries to be used for the Tianjin Electric Power System. More
specifically, 0.316 failure probability of control equipment (i.e., IEDs) and 0.023
failure probability of load switches (i.e., disconnector and Ancillary equipment) are
taken as a reference failure probabilities from [71] to be used in Eq. (1) for the
calculation of the overall failure probabilities of components and IEDs which comes
out to be 0.6415.
P F DIRCC = (P F DIR + P CC) − (P F DIR ∗ P CC) ,

(1)

Where PFDIRCC is the overall failure probability of the system PFDIR is the
FDIR component failure probability PCC is the control and communication component (IED) failure probability Similarly, [20] presented and derived the realistic
values of probabilities of failures of alarm message transmission to load switch IED
within the specified time (e.g., 3ms for 9 bus system). To cater realistic scenario,
we have considered our network to be a 9 - bus system whose failure probability is
found to be 0.57 (57The following step allows us to model the FDIR process with
communication network in PRISM tool.
1) Identifying Modules
The first step to construct the Markov model of any system is to identifying
and defines the number of modules present in the whole process. FDIR process
along with wireless communication network of the substation basically consists of
five modules in which three modules define the FDIR complete process where as
two modules will construct the wireless communication network. Each module of
the whole process consists of number of states and these states of each module transit to another state by satisfying the condition of augmented probabilities.
2) Identify Variable
Unique Variables are initialized by giving its data type in each modules of FDIR
along with wireless communication network which can be used in other modules of
the whole system by sharing its data. The variables in each module act as a global
variable and therefore can be used in other module of the system.
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Figure 6: Simulation Result of FDIR Behavior along Wireless Communication Network
B. Functional Verification using Simulation
One of the most significant benefit of using PRISM tool [54] is that it has a builtin simulation tablet which is useful to check and simulate the model first and take
out the bugs in the initial state before going to formal verification process which is
exhaustive and time consuming. The main concept is to construct the probabilistic
model in PRISM language and then compiled it in order to check the errors. Once
the error has taken out from the model with the help of built-in simulator of prism
model checker tool, then we can verify the model through probabilistic temporal
logic property. The simulator of PRISM model checker manually check the model
step by step and often detect some critical errors in the initial state which can be
corrected in the model at this stage before assigning the temporal logic property in
the model as shown in Fig.6.
C. Formal Function Verification
As illustrated in Fig. 5, after completing the process of simulation and now we
need to test the model by applying certain condition in the form of probabilistic
specification in PRISM model checker and verify the model rigorously and exhaustively. We are interested to develop the following temporal logic property to check
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and verify the FDIR model along with wireless communication network.
1) Deadlock Freedom
It is of the interest to verify our FDIR model through Deadlock freedom property
which is very essential to find the bugs in the model at the initial state. Deadlock
is a very important check for any system, which defines that the algorithm is performing well. It basically reaches to every state of the model and checks whether
this state of model will move further or remain at the present state.
2) Fault Localization Model Turned On
This property will ensure that when the fault localization process is going on and
simultaneously the controller of switches and circuit breaker communicates with each
other in order to find the exact location of fault in the substation of Smart Grid,
the other process of FDIR will remain idle and switch off and we will verify this by
assigning the property in our model.
3) Fault Isolation Model Turned On
When the fault isolation process begins, the others process of FDIR will remains
in an idle position. The objective of the fault isolation process is to detach/trip the
faulty component of FDIR with in the short possible time and we are interested to
verify this through temporal logic property.
4) No Two Process run at same time
To avoid malfunctioning, no two process of FDIR will run at the same time. This
is very important as the output of one process is required by the second process to
perform its task properly. We need to verify this by assigning the temporal property
in the model.
5) Restoration Model should not take more than 60 sec
The proposed model is developed in such a way that it will take a least possible time to restore the power supply of the substation of the distribution network
through non faulty zone and we will verify this by assigning the appropriate property in our model.
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6) To find the probability that fault will occur in switch no. 1 of the system
As Prism is a probabilistic model checker, we are interested to find the probability at which the fault will occur on switch no. 1 of the distribution system and
fault flag 1 is high after the completion of the process of fault localization. We need
to develop the probabilistic property in order to get the probability that switch 1 is
the faulty switch.
7) To find the probability that fault flag 2 is high in switch no. 2
It is of the interest to find the probability at which the fault flag 2 is high on
load switch 2 after the completion of the fault localization process. We will verify
this by assigning the probabilistic property in our model.
8) To find the probability that switch no. 2 trip off at the limited time
Find the probability at which any switch trip off with in the limited time whenever it gets the ISOM message is very important. In this regard, we need to verify
the FDIR model through this probabilistic property. Therefore, switch no. 2 is
taken as a reference to find the probability at which it will be tripped-off from the
circuit.
9) To find the probability to recover the system through switch no. 3
It is of the interest to find the probability at which the system is recovered by Tie
switch. As this is very essential property, switch no. 3 is dedicated as a recovery or
Tie switch in order to find the probability at which it will recover the FDIR model
of the smart grid after the occurrence of fault.
10) Finding probability of CB’s IED transmitting the data
In the end, the probability is found at which the IED of circuit breaker sends the
data to another IED of load switches. We develop the temporal logic property and
fed into model checker to find the probability at which IED sends the data.

6

Markov model

To analyze the behavior of FDIR in PRISM [54], it mainly involves three modules
i.e. fault detection, isolation and service restoration system and the model of FDIR
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behavior is selected as DTMC [63, 72-74]. The first step is to initialize the variables
in PRISM tool and translate the Finite State Machine (FSM) i.e., Markov chain
into PRISM language. After modeling the behavior of FDIR in PRISM tool, we
need to compile it and test its functionality. It is good to perform the simulation
first in order to find many unpredicted errors or bugs in the models before formal
verification. With the purpose of staying away from the ’state space explosion’ in
formal verification approach [54], we apply the abstraction on the whole system and
verify the FDIR behavior on substation A along with three load switches. Other
substation of Tianjin electric power corporation is also connected with three load
switches where FDIR algorithm is running in order to detect and restore the system.
The Probabilistic model of FDIR and wireless communication network along with
the brief description of each module is given below:
A. Fault Detection Model
In Markov model of Fig. 7, all variables and constants are initialized in the
Loc_State0 = 1 as explained in Fig. 8. The fault permit probability (0.476) is
initially taken from the Nordel analysis of Norway country as explained in section
V.A. The Tianjin distribution network runs smoothly until the permanent fault
(F l_permit) does not occur. There are two possibilities (1) When the fault occurs
due to switching failure of distribution network (with the probability f l_permt =
0.476), the FDIR process starts at Loc_State0 = 2 using ideal communication
medium. (2) When the fault occurs due to IED plus switching failure of distribution network (with the probability f l_permt = 0.64158) the FDIR process starts
at Loc_State0 = 2 using wireless communication medium. As the fault current
exceeds the maximum value in Loc_State0 = 2 with probability =1, the protection
relay sense this faulty over-current and trip the circuit breaker. The circuit breaker
IEDs/controller is activated and sends the FASM message along with ACMP message to its connected load switches IEDs in the Loc_State0 = 3. To send the data
packet with probability 1, it uses the parameters of FHSS i.e., frequency hopping
spread spectrum [64-67] as a physical layer to send and receive the data at a transmission bit rate of 2 Mbps. Due to weather condition, delay and noisy environment,
0.43 is the probability [20] that each load switch controller received the FASM and
ACMP message correctly without any delay and distortion. Once the load switches
receive this signal, it initially checks whether it is a Tie switch or not. If it is not a Tie
switch, fault processing start and check the fault flag status (F l_f lg) in the Feeder
terminal unit. If F l_f lg status is active then this is the faulty switch otherwise it
forward the FASM and ACMP messages to another load switches. If fault location
does not find in any load switches, then the FASM message will be discarded and
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send back to circuit breaker controller (Loc_state0 = 3).
B. Fault Isolation Model
After completing the process of fault detection and finding the fault flags in the
particular load switch, the fault isolation process starts in order to isolate this faulty
load switch from the rest of the network as shown in Fig. 9. The variables and constants are initialized in the Iso_State0 = 1 as explained in Fig. 10 of Fault isolation
model. In Iso_State0 = 2, 0.977 is the probability [71] that the load switch trip off
with in the limited time with-out any delay. If the load switch trips-off, the isolation
is successful and send the ISOM message to the other load switches indicating the
faulty section and starts the process of closing preparation in the restoration section
through Tie switch within the limited time. On the other hand if the load switch
does not trip-off within the limit time (0.023 probability) [71], the isolation fails
by sending the ISOM message and expands its faulty area by including more deenergized switch from the restore section with control switch ID=0. It is necessary
for the Tie switch to receive the ISOM message at the time of closing; otherwise it
cancels the process of closing preparation of the Tie switch.
C. Supply Restoration Model
In Rest_State0 = 1, variable and constants are initialized as defined in the Fig.
12 of the supply restoration model. The Tie Switch receives the ISOM message with
a probability of 0.43 [20], starts the reclosing process with probability of 0.977 [71]
and issues the RESM message to its neighboring switches. But if it fails to receive
the ISOM message (failure probability 0.57) [20] or reclosing (failure probability
0.023) [71], it issues the RESM message by putting Tie switch ID=0 and develops
a new restoration scheme with another Tie switch. ISOM message compares the
actual load needed with the available power source and sends the restoration policy
to all the Tie load switches connected with it.
D. IEEE 802.11 DCF of Basic Access Mechanism
Approaches [64-67] describe the principle and standard of the IEEE 802.11 DCF.
We are interested to analyze that how the switches, circuit breaker and relays of
smart grid communicates with each other wirelessly by sending and receiving the
important messages of FDIR algorithm in smart grid after the occurrence of fault and
performed their function properly in least possible time with accuracy. We developed
the Markovian model of the basic access mechanism of the IEEE802.11 DCF along
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Figure 7: Fault Detection Model
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Figure 8: Fault Detection Model Parameters

Figure 9: Fault Isolation Model
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Figure 10: Fault Isolation Model Parameters

Figure 11: Supply Restoration Model

Figure 12: Supply Restoration Model Parameters
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with receiving station of wireless communication system and then integrate the
model with the overall model of FDIR in order to formally verify the model in PRISM
model checker through temporal properties and analyze the failure probability of the
certain component of the substation of smart grid. In our model, we take circuit
breaker IED of substation of smart grid along with three load switches IEDs of
the distribution network and construct the Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC)
of these four IEDs in which substation IED sends the fault messages to each load
switch connected to it. To send the data packet with probability 1, it uses the
parameters of FHSS i.e., frequency hopping spread spectrum as a physical layer to
send and receive the data at a transmission bit rate of 2 Mbps. With probability
0.43 at 3ms delay, all the data packets are sent and received by switches and circuit
breaker of the smart grid. The probability 0.43 through which circuit breaker IED
can send the data, if the channel is open, the sender sends the data and enter into
vulnerable period where back-off value (a random number generator) is ’0’ and if the
channel is not free the station enters into random period where it waits for back-off
value reaching to ’0’in order to send the data. The total instance for sending the
data can be varied i.e., non deterministic. If the data packet is sent by the sender
is successfully received at the receiving end then it waits for the acknowledgement.
After getting the acknowledgement, the sender checks the value of back-off, if it is
’0’ then the sender sends the another data packet but if back-off value is not ’0’, it
will wait till the back-off value reaches to 0 in order to send the data packet again.
The sender waits 200 µs, if it receives the acknowledgement, it means the data
packet sent accurately otherwise the time-out occurs and it enter into the random
process where the sender waits for the medium to check a back-off value reaching
to ’0’ in order to resume its transmission by sending again the data packets. The
back-off value only reaches to ’0’ when the channel is idle for certain instances and
if the channel is active by sending and receiving the data packets of another station,
the back-off decreasing value is stopped and wait for a channel to be free in order
to decrease its value and reaches to ’0’ so that the sender can send and receive the
data packets with another station. The new Markovian model of the IEEE 802.11
DCF is developed and is given in fig. 13.
E. Receiving Station Markovian Model
The new Discrete Time Markovain model (DTMC) of the receiving station for
the wireless system is developed by considering the three elements in which the
state transition occurs from one state to another state with probability 1. Again,
0.43 is the probability at which each receiving station waits for the data packet to
receive. If the data packets received accurately then it wait for SIFS and send the
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Figure 13: Basic Access Mechanism of IEEE 802.11 DCF

Figure 14: Basic Access Mechanism of IEEE 802.11 DCF Parameter Explanation
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Figure 15: Receiving Station of the Wireless System

Figure 16: Receiving Station of the Wireless System Parameters
acknowledgment but if the data packet does not receive correctly (0.57 probability),
the receiving station do nothing. The probabilistic Markovain model of receiving
station is given below in Fig. 15.
F. Integration of FDIR model with Wireless Communication model via Prism
Model Checker.
Approach in [75] defines the rule to add two different probabilities of independent
events. As communication network has a backup power battery, the power failure
of substation will not affect the communication network. Thus, from Eq. (1), the
failure probability of communication network (PCC=0.316) can be added up with
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the failure probability of power network (PFDIR=0.476) by subtracting the joint
probability of coupling network (PFDIR * PCC=0.150) with the purpose of getting
the whole failure probability (Components + IED) of the Smart Grid system to be
(PFDIRCC=0.641584).

7

Formal function verification of FDIR with wireless
communication network

In this section, we will put a number of properties in PRISM [54] in order to verify
the model formally. In this regard, following important properties fed into the model
checker.
A. Property Verification of FDIR with Wireless Communication through PRISM
Property 1: Dead Lock freedom
A desired characteristic of FDIR process is that it never gets stuck in particular
position which can be checked by ensuring the deadlock freedom property for the
FDIR behavior. Therefore, the deadlock freedom property can be applied for this
verification with the purpose that every state of model is reachable.
E[F deadlock]
The temporal operator “E” represents eventually in the future and F represents
the value true always if the deadlock occur on the system. The deadlock freedom
property checks the whole model in PRISM tool and gives us the result that the
algorithm was found to be deadlock free showing result as ‘false’, meaning that there
is no deadlock in the model. In our case study, the dead lock property checks the
(0-14) states of fault localization process, (0-16) states of Isolation process and (019) states of restoration process and found that all states are deadlock free. Fig.
20 shows the verification result of the property (from PRISM) which is available in
Appendix.
Property 2: Fault Localization Model Turned On
When the fault localization process is going on and the controller of circuit
breaker communicates with each controller of switches, with the intention to find
the exact position of the fault, the isolation process and restoration process should
be ‘off’. Now, we can verify this by putting the below mentioned property in our
model.
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A[F Loc_state = 0&iso_state = 1&rest_state = 0]
Where temporal operator “A” represents always and “&” represents conjunction and symbol “F” will always be true when fault current equals to 1 and send
the FASM message to each load switch to start the fault localization process. The
PRISM tool verified this property by giving the result ‘true’ i.e., when the process
of fault localization is continue, the other two process (Isolation and Restoration)
is turned off. The result of this property is shown in Fig. 21 which is available in
Appendix.
Property 3: Fault Isolation Model Turned On
When the fault isolation process is going on and the controller of circuit breaker
tries to trip off the switch as well as isolate this switch with the other connected
switches, relays or component of Smart Grid, it is necessary that the fault localization process and the restoration process should be turned off and we can verify this
by assigning the below mentioned property in our model.
A[F iso_state = 1&!rest_state = 1&!Loc_state = 1]
The prism tool verified this property by giving the result ’true’ i.e., whenever
switches, relays or any other component of Smart grid trying to isolate itself with
the other connected component, the other two process will remain in idle position
and will start only once the fault isolation process finishes off. The result of this
property is shown in Fig. 22.Available in Appendix.
Property 4 : No Two Process Run At same Time
Another most important property to verify in our model is that the two process
will not start at the same time. This can be verified by putting the below mentioned
property
A[F Loc_state = 1&(!(iso_state = 1&rest_state = 1))|iso_state = 1&
((Loc_state = 1&rest_state = 1))|rest_state = 1&
((Loc_state = 1&iso_state = 1))]
The PRISM tool verified this property by giving the result true and in this way
the two processes, fault localization or fault isolation or restoration system will not
be started and perform their function at the same time. The result of this property
is shown in Fig. 23.
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Property 5: Restoration Model should not take more than 60 seconds
The restoration process of the substation of smart grid will start after the fault
localization and fault isolation process completed successfully and within 60 s it will
complete its process by restoring the substation through the Tie switch.
A[F rest_state = 0&time2 <= 60]
The notation represents that “A” always now and in the future, the restoration
process starts at restoration state= 1 will take only 60 sec time with probability 1 to
recover the system will always be true by symbol “F". The PRISM tool verified this
property by giving the result true and in this way restoring model will not take more
than 60secs in restoring the power of the Smart Grid. The result of this property is
shown in Fig.24.
B. Finding Probabilities of FDIR with Communication Network through PRISM
Property 6: To find the probability that fault will occur in switch no. 1 of the
system
It is important to find the probability at which the fault will occur on switch no. 1
of the distribution system after integrating the failure probability of communication
system with the FDIR model. The fault flag 1 is high after the completion of the
process of fault localization. We developed the probabilistic property in order to
get the probability that switch no. 1 is the faulty switch. Result 0.212 is obtained
probability by the Prism tool that fault will occur at switch no. 1.The syntax and
the result of the temporal logic property is given in Fig 25.
P =?[trueU (Loc_state = 11)]
True always hold probability until locs tate 11 hold probability.
Property 7: Probability of fault flag 2 is high in switch no. 2
It is of the interest to find the probability at which the fault flag 2 is high on load
switch no. 2 after the completion of the fault localization process. We developed the
probabilistic property and assign on the FDIR model in order to get the probability
of fault flag high on switch no. 2. The syntax and result of the probability is shown
in Fig. 26
P =?[trueU (Loc_state = 12) ]
The PRISM tool results with the 0.349 probability at which the fault flag is high
at load Switch no. 2, which can be seen in Fig. 26.
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Property 8: Probability that Switch no. 2 trips off within a limited time
It is also required to find the probability at which any switch trips- off within
the limited time whenever it gets the ISOM message. We have taken Switch no.
2 as a reference in order to find the probability at which it will trips-off properly.
We developed the temporal property and apply on FDIR model. Then, the Prism
model checker has given us the probability of 0.427. The syntax and result of the
Prism model checker is shown in Fig. 27
P =?[trueU (iso_state = 12) ]
True always hold probability until the isolation state=12 hold probability.
Property 9: Probability to recover the system through Switch no. 3
Now, finding the probability at which the system is recovered by Tie switch is
performed in PRISM. As this is very essential property, we take switch no. 3 as a
recovery or Tie switch in order to find the probability at which it will recover in
the FDIR model of the smart grid after the occurrence of fault and integrating the
communication system failure probability. The PRISM model checker has given us
the probability of 0.0918 at which it will restore the system through switch no. 3.
The syntax and result of the prism model checker is given below in Fig. 28.
P =?[trueU (rest_state = 32)] True always hold probability until the restoration
state=32 hold probability.
Property 10: To find the probability that IED of CB transmit the Data
Let’s find another important probability at which the IED of circuit breaker
transmit the data to the other load switches. We develop this property and assign
on FDIR model with wireless communication system in order to get the probability
of sending the data by IED of circuit breaker. The syntax and result of the property
is given below in Fig. 29.
P =?[trueU (Com_State = 25)]
C. Formal Function Verification of FDIR with Ideal communication medium
Literature [20] discusses the communication failure probability in different IEEE
test cases and suggest that the communication failure probability of wired system
such as Ethernet, Fiber-optics network is very low compared to wireless communication system and PLC network. Due to lower failure probability of Ethernet and
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fiber-optics communication network, we are integrating the FDIR model with these
ideal communication networks by assuming and neglecting the failure probability of
wired communication system and then formally verify the FDIR model along with
ideal communication system and analyze the failure probability of different component of substation.
Property 1: To find the probability that fault will occur in Switch no. 1 of the
system
The probability at which the fault will occur on switch no. 1 of the distribution
system can be found, in which fault flag 1 is high after the completion of the process
of fault localization. We developed the probabilistic property in order to get the
probability that switch no. 1 is the faulty switch 0.197 is the probability given by
the Prism tool that fault will occur at switch no. 1 .The syntax and the result of
the temporal logic property is given below in Fig. 30.
P =?[true U (Loc_state = 11)]
Property 2: Probability that fault flag 2 is high in switch no. 2
Now, we find the probability at which the fault flag 2 is high on load switch no.
2 after the completion of the fault localization process. We develop the probabilistic
property and assign on the FDIR model in order to get the probability of fault flag
high on switch 2. The syntax and result of the probability is shown below in Fig.
31.
P =?[trueU (Loc_state = 12)]
The Prism tool gives the probability result of 0.3456 at which the fault flag is
high at load switch no. 2.
Property 3: Probability that switch no. 2 trip off at the limited time
Now, it is required to find the probability at which any switch trips-off within
the limited time whenever it gets the ISOM message. We have taken switch no. 2
as a reference in order to find the probability at which at will trip off properly. We
developed the property and apply on FDIR model. The Prism model checker has
given us 0.446 probability at which the switch no. 2 trip off properly at the limited
time. The syntax and result of the Prism model checker is shown below in Fig. 32.
P =?[trueU (iso_state = 12)]
Property 4 : Probability to recover the system through Switch no. 3
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Figure 17: Comparison of Probabilities for Failure of Components

Now, we find the probability at which the system is recovered by Tie switch.
As this is very essential property, we take switch no. 3 as a recovery or Tie switch
in order to find the probability at which it will recover the FDIR model of the
smart grid after the occurrence of fault. The Prism model checker has given us the
probability of 0.0959 at which it will restore the system through switch no. 3 as
shown in Fig. 33.

8

Comparison of FDIR with ideal communication
medium versus FDIR with wireless communication
medium

In this section, a valuable comparison done to analyze the failure probabilities of load
switches when FDIR connected to ideal communication medium such as Ethernet or
Fiber optics medium versus FDIR connected to the wireless communication medium.
From graphs, it can be observed that the failure probability of load switches when
FIDR connected to ideal communication medium is slightly less as compared to
FDIR module integrated in to the wireless communication medium. The failure
probability of components in FDIR with ideal communication system ranges from
0.192 to 0.456 where as in wireless communication network with FDIR the ranges
extend from 0.212 to 0.437. The comparison graph of two different medium with
FDIR module is given below in Fig. 17.
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Figure 18: Components Tripping off Probabilities
Figure 18 depicts the probabilities of tripping off load switch within the limited
time in order to isolate the load switch from the system. We compare and analyze the probability of tripping off load switches when FDIR module integrated to
an ideal communication medium (like Ethernet and Fiber optics medium) versus
the FDIR model connected to wireless communication medium. The FDIR with
ideal communication system, the Probabilities lies between 0.192 to 0.446 where
as in FDIR with wireless communication system, the probabilities lies between the
0.207 to 0.4274. Fig. 18 also shows the comparison result of two different medium
integrated with FDIR.
Figure 19 shows the overview on the probabilities of different load switches to
recover the system. We compared and analyzed the probabilities of different load
switches in order to recover the system when FDIR model integrated with ideal communication medium against the FDIR model connected to wireless communication
medium. The probabilities to recover the system in ideal communication system
with FDIR ranging from 0.0726 to 0.0959 whereas in wireless communication system with FDIR, the probabilities lies between the 0.0312 to 0.0734. The comparison
of two different mediumwith FDIR model can also be seen from Fig. 19 below.

9

Conclusion

The probabilistic Markovian model (DTMC) of FDIR behavior in distribution network of Smart Grid has been successfully developed along with the Markovian model
of IEEE 802.11 DCF and integrate it in PRISM model checker in order to verify
the whole system and analyze its accuracy, efficiency and reliability by developing
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Figure 19: Load Switch Restoration Probabilities
and applying the logical properties in the model. More-over failure probabilities of
different component of distribution network in smart grid is predicted when FDIR
is connected with wireless communication system and wired communication system.
Similarly, we also analyze and predicted the probability at which the load switches
of distribution network work properly by making the faulty component detach itself
upon the occurrence of fault in wireless communication network as well as wired
communication network. More over we also predicted the probability to recover
the system through particular non-active switch in wired and wireless communication network. In addition, we also analyze and concluded that restoration process
of FDIR will not take more than 60s to restore the power of distribution network
of this Smart Grid. Moreover, no malfunction will occur as verified (via PRISM)
that two processes will not run at the same time. In the same way, all together
ten important probabilistic properties are verified and significant probabilities are
predicted to analyze the performance of the Smart Grid Model. Finally, some important comparison results are obtained and discussed when FDIR connected with
ideal communication medium as compared to FDIR connected with wireless communication network, which clearly showed ideal communication network has less
failure probabilities in Smart Grid.
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Appendix

Figure 20: Property of Dead Lock Freedom

Figure 21: Property of Fault Localization Model
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Figure 22: Property of Fault Isolation Model

Figure 23: Property of No-Two-Process Run at Same Time
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Figure 24: Property of Restoration Model should not take more than 60

Figure 25: Fault Occurrence Probability of Switch # 1
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Figure 26: Fault Flag 2 Probability of Switch # 2

Figure 27: Probability of Switch # 2 Tripping-off within the limited time
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Figure 28: Probability to recover the system through Switch # 3

Figure 29: Probability to send the data by IED of CB
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Figure 30: Probability that Switch # 1 is the Faulty Switch

Figure 31: Probability that fault flag 2 is high in switch # 2
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Figure 32: Probability that switch # 2 trip off at the limited time

Figure 33: Probability to recover the system through Switch # 3
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